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INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS - es

| Bud Tenny e
June1960 e

an In the last issue we hinted that year-round indoor activity in the
| Dallas area was about to become 4 reality. In a subsequent "extra" we i

announced the start of regular indoor flying sessions at the Walnut Hill ae
Recreation Building, Walnut Hill Laneat Midway Road. Mention was made. E
of plans to set up perpetual plaques as awards for flights which boost @
the high time at our new site. These plaques are stili in planning. . &

The first flying session produced the longest flight at a flying :
session so far ~ 6:23 with a B Paper Stick. "Baby Bee" models were up 2
to 3:20, flown by Juniors. All the long flights were "ceiling scrubbers", x

Our second session had a little more activity, even though the =
a

session was held in the middle of the week. High times were about half a a
-
minute behind the first session, inspite of higher performance capability =
of some of the models. Two and one half hours seemstobe the bare mim- =
{mum of time to really “zero in" on flight trim. The "Baby Bee" models a
were up over 4:00, with 4:16 tops for them at thepresent time. z

For those who haven't heard the detalls of our new site, the ceiling "
4s 20' 6" high, with flush lights and no obstructions over the area of cS
the basketball court. Drift at night is usually negligible, but uneven E
heating by the sun causes drift in the daytime. There are bleachers for g

| spectators and there is lots of space around the edges for boxes and eo
equipment. This is an excellent place to learn the fine points of indoor, a
and we are getting very good co-operation from the people in charge. We =
can repay our debt to them by attending in force, wearing soft-soled shoes, %

|

and keeping our mess cleaned up.
a

"Ee

NEWS OF FAI ELIMS =
ro

|

So far, we don't have an Kastewn correspondent, so we don't know 8
: who won the Elims there. Joe Bilgri won the Western brawl with 32:40, =

and Lew Gitlow was second with 31:50. The Gentral Elims was a wild one - =
Carl Redlin - 24:28.4, C. Sotich - 24:25.2, Bob DeBatty - 24:18.9, Phil -
Klintworth - 23:351.8, Dick Kowalski -.23;33.2. Real closel! Since Joe =

| Bilgri made the team, Kowalski thinks he might get to go as team manager, =
INDOOR WOOD

|

Some of you have seen Gitlow's latest mtmeo letter- he made a real -
| good offer. For $3.95 he has a beginner's assortment of wood consisting S

of a minimum of 25 sheets. Our assortmentwas 27 sheets, some 1/16, some “

3/64, lots of 1/32, 1/64, 1/100, plus a couple of .022" sheets. This is -
not his best wood, but well worth 14¢ a sheet. For anyone contemplating S
starting indoor or helping a bunch of boys get started, this is a real

—_ good deal. bs

|

INDOOR MODEL BOXES :
— es

After talking to several of the more serious flyers in the area,
we found we weren't the only ones with a problem of storing and carrying “

indoor birds, particularly the big ones. :
After careful investigation, we decided to try heavy cardboard boxes. —_

We tried discarded instrument shipping boxes, which were so large that
we put four models in each one. After carrying four models to a contest -

| to fly one, we decided that individual boxes were a better solutinn. :
A local container manufacturer was contacted, and the boxes we had—

x

-7~™ inmind were quoted between $3 and $4. If at least twenty boxes were
:

- ordered at the same time, the price dropped to about $2 per box. These =
~ boxes are like a shee box with a liner in the bottom, and the lid is as -

deep as the box. In effect this gives a double layer of heavy cardboard
all around the model except part of the top. The price is reasonable,

_

:
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and the boxes makeaneat solution to the problem. The boxes pack into =|
cars easily, and only one model is exposed at a time when flying. 4
' 's. We deaigned three boxes, class B - 11"x25"x10", Class C - 13"x30"x10", @

and class D - 16"x35"x10", These are large enough for one model, several {|
(-~ prdépa, and a container for motors. The boxes come knocked flat, and must |

~ have the flaps taped down. We also glued the flaps together, and glued a
 ... the bottom liner down, but this operation is a minor job. Drop us a line

| i
-.. Af you're interested in these boxes. . Ce

FLIGHT TESTS ON PROPS
Since the propsmotor combination1s so important to long flights,

=|

we have started a series of experiments with propellordesign, using our 2
B Paper Stick as a flying lab. This model has 92 sqe in. wing area, ie
weighs .055 oz. without the prop and motor, and measures11" between the ©
MOORS« | ee pare aecih te ce ang

o-#
| As a starting point, flight times wererecordedwithprop #1 at the a

first flying session in the Walnut Hf1l site. Three flights with 1600 #
turns in a 15" loop of .055" Pirelli gave 5:58, 6:01, and 6:23. From a
 @' altitude to the ceiling took about 18seconds,andtheflightdragged |
on the ceiling for over 3:00 each time. =

on

on

ik
Prop #2 was developed from #1, with lots of flare built in. #3 was

= ©
modified from Dick Ganslen's B Paper prop. Both #2 and #3 controlled the ¢
climb well enough that there was no draggingontheceiling, and the props |
didn't hit very often. Apparently tip vortex action from the props was |

-

- high enough to keep the model off the ceiling. =
|.

i
|

The flight tests were made one Saturday at Walnut Hill with special —
permission,and we spent 2% hours with the model down long enough between =|
flights to change props and motops. Several different motors were used to =
let the Pirelli rest between flights, even though*weweren't using max- =

ix imum turns. Plansfor the props are on the lastpage.
:

| €Propy= Motor To Ceiling Total time Turns Comments | =
oe #2 .060x11" 2307 6:07 960 Stalling, # rowof knots §|

.

#2 0060x12 323 5:38.6 1200 prop wobble
a

8
#2 .060x12 318 6313.3 1200 fixed wobble c

|

#2 2060x135 1:03 3244 960 Yea Gods! eg
-

#2 6060x135 01307 3:53 == 1050. OhWell =
7 #2 .060x134 143 5110.5 1120 slight stall on climb =

#2 -060x13 342 5:02 1250 long stretch on wind &
( 1000x13 13 prleat 1200 short stretch -

#e ~060x1 144 4:57 1280 long stretch os
#3 2060x111 232 7300.7 1200 dead stick —&
#3 2060x11 $32 5211 1200 hit obstruction 8
#> -060x1 35 257 3:32 960 stalling | =
#3 2060x138 3350 960 didn't reach ceiling.
3# oOBOx41 218 5324 880 dead stich, hit wall —
#3 00x125 26 4349 880 prop wobble& stall
#3 2070x124 234 5:05 880 dead stick wg

CONTESTS AND FLYING SESSIONS =
|.

-
: Category I@Record Trials - Sanction #553 June10~ 10 AM ti111 6 PM .

Last chance at CategoryI records until fall. Siteand events to be
_

3
announced. Special event for "Baby Bee" planned, gk

Walnut Hill flying sessions 7 PM to 10 PM. Bring watehes,wearsoft  -
shoes, Keep area ¢lean. , BEES oe

_ une 16, June 30, July 14, July 28, Aug. 11, Auge 25.ItsaBalitt :

gro™ Nate Warmup - Organized flying session to trin Nata ships. Category
—

=
<. TE site - to be announced. Will be sanctioned, July 1577277|
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wo a _ #t & #2 built on a 1h"x2"x6" block ala’ Bileri. The &@x  * hub is an 8! strip of Jap tissue rolled with thinned glue {J
| Mw “iw & on a 3/52" dia. form. Blade stubs fit tight in hub at egve «@ desired pitch angle, may be spot glued, =

| é #3 18 built like any two spar prop on 1 1/8"x2" es| ‘ triangle. the hub filler1s glued in after the dlagonal esL. E. pleces. By cutting away top spar, the prop will flare more. Sand aL. E, thinner to equalize flare, or increase it. keep ribs light so they @Will flex. Wood sized not too important on these props, rear spar must ws~~ .beatiff, front spars control flare to a large degree. Experience with
: “your wood is key to matching flare to model and ceiling. Use 1/8" minimum &|

camber on all these ribs, keep covering locse enough for flare.
 __ S
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According to the Category I record informationwe have, there i
were two records set at the Eagles’ Reoord Trials. Nickey Jones made ——
application fora Junior B Stick record of 3:58.4, and Dutch Antonisse ==§ |

|

: applied for a Senior B Paper Stick record of 3:42.8. This was the e
|

first model Dutch had ever built, and his first contest. -
| Nickey Jones showed patiéncesin learning to live with his Bo

.
. Stick model. Bach tine it hit an obstructionitwould spin in.All

‘his official flights were low, but on his record flight he trimmedto = =|
to stay below the beams, and made almost four minutes.Good Flying! .

Los
_

The FAI Round I PracticeSéssion isnowhistory, and it was one  &
of the most enjoyable sessions we've had all year. The temperature |
was ideal, and the air in the Drill Hall was pretty calm. Without

7

7
the usual contest pressure, everyone had a good time anda lot of’ =
models got trimmedfor the FAI Elims.

| re |

-
F

| Dicky Mathis and Ken Querman demonstratedthesystematie app- |
roach to trim, with very good results. Dickystarted with flights of le
less than three minutes and went up to 7:19. His early flights went  &

_.
almost to the rafters, but the long one barely cleared the lights. a

| Furthermore, almost every flight was made on the same numberofturns! ©
|

This is the type of flying that 1s neededforhightimein low ceiling
=

@
work. At this rate, Dicky will be one of the top contenders for low &

ceiling records.
| oo  ecr™ :

| f : repeat an eee
o Ken went one step farther with the systematic approach and made .

notes on the conditions and resWlts of each flight. The fact that.  -
| he has been flying the same: model for about two years, and hasdone
| over 7 minutes in the Drill Hall shows the value of a reliable model §=——sd

. and systematic trimming methods. Oo oe
|

2
Karl Ridenour showed the possibilities of small airplanesashe == ¢@

_ worked his 34 square inch B Tissue up to 4:59 before the fuselage ig
broke. It will be interesting to watch this Juniorandseehow he #
does in lower ceilings.

. .
oe CATEGORY I RECORD SUMMARY a

EVENT _

JUNTOR  SENTOR
.

open s
H.L. GLIDER | |

0:36.9 0:31.8-. 2 a
| HELICOPTER | a =

ORNITHOPTER —

| |

1306.8
|

=AUTOGYRO
|

8
A R.O.G,

|

|

-
B PAPER STICK 4307.0 3242.8 (pend.) 9:26.0 _&
B STICK 3:58.4(pend.) a 7364.0
B CABIN (R.0.G.} =
B CABIN (R.O.W. 2
C STICK 14301,0 =

z~  C'CABIN Oe
| co cee he eeveut ipa wine ase anneiff BD STIeK |

s

|
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|

|
As you can see from the chart above, the Category I record list

— oe
is still incomplete 5 months after the Category was set up. Thereare _&
over 25 records just begging to be set, if thisinformation is right.

= = =&
-~ It is up to us to get on the ball, before the WIMACboys spot the open 2
_

.

door, Will we let Californiabeat us to thepunch,or will we prove to =
a them that we know how to fly model airplanes in Texas also? _ &

| The way to do it, as was demonstratedat the FAI Practice Session, og
will bé to fly regularly in low ceiling sites. Part of these flying_ =
gessions can be in less than 20' ceilings. By trimming for maximum== §&
flights in the low, low ceilings, the records will be easy marks when Pe
we move over to a good site. oo a ares

|

 &
That last point is important enough to repeat. Just as with any

_ type of model, regular flying sessions producethemaximum performance § &
|

a model 1s capable of. Regular sessionswillcausethe unreliable gk
|

models to quit or getfixed, and the best importance of prop andmotor ~— =
--

-. will be found for each model, Don't worry toomuch about the weight,  =é
“ just learn about thab particularmodel and trim for.the maximum time

_
—|

under the low ceilings. vee

~ ofws vw, NOTES ON THEPARLOR MITES”
At the FAI Practice Session, our ParlorMiteflewfor over 34 :minutes on the first flight. It climbed almost to theceiling and © =_ landed dead @tick from 1200 turnsat launch.Thetrimwasn?t changed =

from flightsinourliving room, and no further effort at trim was made.
 @—&

This flight seems to indicate that three minutes 1s possible in
o~ our living room, but 2:36 is the top so far.Itmustburn up too much &

power draggingtheceiling. At present, the climb from 2' to the 8' =|

ceiling takes about7seconds. If the climb can be stretchedto about
| 30 seconds without losing the present 1:45 average,we will have made &

|

a good start toward low ceiling technique. a
a - =

’ The best’ props so far have beén about 5 3/4" diameter and fairly Z
low pitch, If flare can be built in also, the initial torque burst i
should spread out and help the cruise. Drifting into obstructions is = &still the major cause of low times, but this 18partof the game. :

The "BABY B",a 43 Square inchrelative of the Parlor Mite can be = &
flown in the living room. Ina four-flight series just finished, three =
of the flights were longer than 2:15, and the fourth flight ended in _&
a corner at 1:47, Since this 1s a legal model forcompetition, and

= ©
can be built in about four hours, we ought to set up an event around €this model or a similar one just for fun. This one has been a lot of  g
fun in the past 24 hours.

|

| :
COMING INDOOR FLYING SESSIONS AND CONTESTS ~~ OE

April 9 - FAI Round I Eliminations. Livestoek Colisieum where
Park, Dallas. 10 A.M. until.6,.P.M. Category II record trials if there aare enough timers. There 1s atrophy for hightime and a trophy for

—

 &the high Junior flight. |

E“ ~ Middle ofApril - Indoor Session in Garland - Tentative
| F

April 30 - Cliff Model Clubs Category II Record Trials. Dallas
NAS Drill Hall. 9A.M. until 4 P.M, -

ce

|

| :
*stememe Her ——erenpyettere ——n—resentment et erent ni—— Taell



nn In Garland, the new community house will be a 30' arch whith
(™ * stretchesoutabout70’ across the base. Apparently the ceilingwill og‘be pretty clean, withonly lightfixtures to hang on. This one probably. .WiLL be easy to get. aon ante aan of
a

In Richardson, thenew highschool gymnasiumwill be 28' ofvery - :ss clean ceiling, This should be the site whichwillenable us tobeat |
_. Wilmingtonattheirown@ame. Wehave been assuredthatthiswillbe = >;-.  avallabge,but we don't know just what the cost willbe. OS

‘The Greenvill AvenueGym, siteof the Eagle's Record Trials, og
will not be turned into a bus barn as had been rumored, Itwill. ie

_

continue ‘tobe availabee for flying sessions andcontests. 2
Stepsare being taken to try toget the LivestockColisieumon —>

| occasion for CategoryII Record Trials. Thisone will probably have }
|

to be sponsored fromoutsidesources due to the ost. = E

ss trying to findoutif ‘there willbe indoor facilities there.
—

&
Hag anyone cheskedinto thePoly.Youth Center in Ft. Worth? We Ss

7 hear that there is afairly high ceiling in that building. This might =
|

bea primeFt.WorthCategory I site, ee I
Soméone needs tocheck into the NorthSide Colisieum in Ft.’Worth

r~ to see ifitcan beused. We hear that 1t was several years ago. ogpagea in ge eesa Arlington State College 1s closing in the beams in their gym.  §We need to find out.what the new ceiling height1sandifthis site gg
Gan ‘be used for indoor.

|
he ae

oo

I
a With this many good sites available to us in this area, we can

| .
|

become the most active indoor area in the country. Let's do it!
Oo |
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—_ |

The time 1s rapidly approaching when the concept of year-round
indoor activity for this part of the country will become a reality or
else fall by the wayside.

|

It appears that recent developments may make it possible to have
.

one Category I and two Catesory II sites in Dallas at little or no cost.
In addition, a practicesite may become available twice a month. a

The key to sugcess of failure for this program will then be our |

' our participation. All those concerned with scheduling indoor events pe
agree that the indoor sessions should not conflict with othermodel

_

oe
: activities. In order to prevent conflict, indoor activities might be ;
.

scheduled as 4-6 hour sessions on Friday or Saturday evening.

If the program catches on, it may well be that everyone who wants —

to fly indoor will have to attend the summer sessions to keep up with
the state of the art.

.

Karly this season, less than six minutes was good for first place 3
in the Drill Hall. At the next contest, 6:18 was tops. The practice .

|

session for FAI resulted in a top time of 7:19. 9:57 won the FAI Elims,
but this was an out-of-town contestant. The highest local time was oe
7:56.5, and eight of the official flights were longer than 7:20. Two. :
of these flignts were B Paper Stick models, and one was'a Junior with ©

a C Stick. .

om
. as

po | The point of the statistics is that the improvement leads us to os
- expect that 6 months of monthly contests will produce 8-9 minutes in 4

Category I, over 11 minutes in the Drill Hall, and over 15 minutes in On
the Livestock Coliseum if it becomes available. Furthermore, we don't
expect the increased performance to cone from newer and better models, ~ z
but from better prop-and-motor combos on existing ships. If a model -
has proved to be stable and consistent, there 1s probably no reason to _
junk it until every possible flight trim and power combe is tried.

|

5
The nodels which win consistently will be those that are flown 3

most often under widely varying conditions. Just as it taxes a lot of =
flights in both wind and calm to trim an outdoor model, temperature, “
humidity, obstacles, and air conditions will have to be accounted for,
Few of us really know just what our rubber is capable of, and the
field of props is wide open. =

PLANS SERVICE [
Since there are only a few kits available for indoor work, we =

have decided to set up a plan service. available now are the Parlor a
Mite, Baby "B", and the EASY "B". These are good beginner models, =
fall together quickly, and fly very well.

| Ee
We have Dick Ganslen's B Paper Stick model, from which we can

a e
oo work up plans if it's OK with Dick. This 1s the model which succeeded :
f to boost the Open B tissue record to 8:57 at the FAI Elims. Dick

| :thinks this model is canable of over 10:00 in the Coliseum, and we
©

*
|

agree. ' :
ve oy =. .



ssGarl Summers has agreed to furnish plans for his B Paper, which |
ia a compact, high performance model that uses no wire bracing. His

SB

high time so far is 7:57 in the Coliseum. ~s

o If anyone is interested, we will loan copies Dick Kowalski's o
"Detroiter’ (C: Stick) and B Paper models. Both these models currently m
hold records, and both fly well in the hands of beginners. It would
be nice if someone would volunteer totransfer these plans to tracing =
paper so they could be duplicated easily.

|

os
| CONTEST NEWS “

-

The FAI Elims had a very good turn-out, both contestants and 8
spectating modelers. Thanks to Bill and Betty Bell and their crew,

|

es
| Bill Chennault, and several others, we had @ light work load and were e

able to spend most of the day flying. Flight Times were:
| a

9:57.0 - Jerry Hughes 8:23.1 - Dick Ganslen 7:56.5 ~ Kit Bays =
7:54.5 ~ Jerry Murphy 7:47.5 - Carl Summers 7:36.8 - Bud Tenny a
7:25.9 - Ken Querman 7320.5 - Nickey Jones 6312.3 ~ Dick Mathis e
5:23.2 - Tommy Walker 4:39.6 - Karl Ridenour 43:38.4 - Mike Fedor —
3:10.1 ~ Don Chancey . e

In contrast, the letter we got from Lew Gitlow the other day / =
gave the following results of the Moffett FAI Elims: Rambo - 35:53, fs
Gitlow - 32:40, Bilgri - 27:16, Cover ~ 26:37, Aronson - 25:19. These

|

a
are category III flights by the old masters and real good times.

| Z
Three indoor contests in 48 hours! That really kept us hopping :

~ to keep up. Friday night - Parlor Mite contest at Cliff Cloud Climbers =
f meeting to raise money for trophy fund. Basic rules: 10" max span, -
“ paper covered, all-balsa prop. We had a ball, and nine contestants &

went over 2:00 under the 124' ceiling. tat - 2:38.6 - Jerry Murphy, .
end - 2:3%3.5- Dick Mathis, 3rd - 2:32.3 - Bud Tenny. 17 entries total. :

Saturday evening the Garland Aeromodelers held a small contest sd
with a big list of events. Seventeen entries were made in 6 events, =
Top times in 24' ceiling, everyone taking it easy for the contest the Fnext day. As usual, mike HLG times were tops, but the Aeromodelers ee
fought it out among themselves with balsa birds. This sbirred up a -
lot of indoor interest in Garland. .

The Cliff Model Club's Sunday contest capped off the trio with
|

é
over 20 contestants. The results thru 2nd place were: ee
Junior HLG Sentor-Op. HLG P
0:42.1 Nickey Jones (mike) 1:03.3 Dick Mathis (mike) =

| 0:29.3 Don Chancey (mike) 0:33.1 Ken Dougan (Balsa) E
Junior Rubber Sr.-Op. Rubber =
3340.8 Don Chancey (mike) 7:37.8 Jim Clem (B Paper) eS
3:23.0 Karl Ridenour (B Paper) 6:18.8 Dick Mathis (C) =
Helicopter (Special event) :1304.4 Kit Bays .

a” We goofed and didn't get @nd place time
|

| t
“ae The usual wide variation betweenmike and balsaHLGshowsup here,

It hardly seems fair for Ken to get 3rd after a hard day's work to &
get a real nice time like that. We're not knocking mike HLG, we just &
favor peaceful co-existence instead of competition between two different *



types of models.
|

|

| |

i
Rubber was hard-fought all morning and part of the afternoon ~

a until Jim Clem showed up. In true modeling tradition, his bird was =
_ finished except for bracing about 5 A.M. Sunday morning. On the 5th =

flight off the drawing board, rubber was all sewed up by this fine =
flying model. Jim is no newcomer to indoor, in fact his prop was “i
older than about half thecontestants"onDeck". This flight is high =
time for the Drill Hall, and this is the slowest flying paper model *
we've seen. The rate of sink during let-down is very low. We will .
probably see a new B Paper record soon.

|

a EN

Also worthy of comment was the close rivalry between Dick Mathis
| “

and Ken Querman. Ken was only 2.7 seconds behind Dick and pushing eI
hard. It seemed that this contest was decided by who got hung up on =
their best flight. There were so many models hung on lights and beams ss
that Ken hardly had time to fly all day, since he used his long pole ~
to retreive the models. Everyone in the area owes Ken a voteof a
thanks for this service.

|
a |

—

INDOOR SUPPLIES lg
MicroDyne Precision Products Jem Supplies :
715 Kast D Street 2979 Dudley i
Ontario, California Lincoln, Nebraska i

| =
Bernie's Hobby Shop Richardson Hobby Shop i209A W. Jefferson 116 E, MainSt. | is

~
Dallas, Texas Richardson, Texas =

Bo MicroDyne and Jem give good service on mail orders, and their . :
catalogs are well worth having just for the handy hints and indoor o

.
info they contain. Edgar Seay, 108 South Lee St. in Irving is now &
cutting indoor wood to your specs. If we'we overlookedany local Be
hobby shops, please contact us and we will correct the oversight. .

COMING CONTESTS :
A sanction willbeapplied for for Category I Record Trials on. §

June 10. The site and events will be announced as soon as possible. -
We also plan a Nats Warm-up session with Category II Record :

Trials a few weeks before the Nats.
a

a Ee
, CATEGORY II RECORDS iB

EVENT JUNIOR SENIOR OPEN

HL GLIDER :
HELICOPTER 1:03.3 (pend.) 0:24.0 o
ORNITHOPTER 0:24.6 0:37 8
AUTOGYRO -
A R.O.G.
B PAPER STICK 10:29.7 6338.1 8:57 :
B STICK 7356.5 (pend.)  15:19.0 ‘

y~ BCABIN, |
|

f£
... BROW. CABIN — |

| oes he f
¢ STICK 7320.5(pend.) 19:50.0 :
C CABIN

|

D STICK '
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When Bill and Betty Bell left on their way to Florida, modelling_ e. in this area suffered quite a loss. We don't mean that model activity bs‘will lessen, or become less important, but this area is losing two of 8the most active model enthusiasts we have known. Bill and Betty are -active in 50 many types of model activity, and have made theiractivity =felt in so many places, that we will all miss them. To our knowledge, athe Bells have never refused to help with any model event if it were :: humanly possible for them to help.
|

aThe members of the Ft. Worth Jacs will have cause to miss the Bells FFeven more than other groups in this area. In the Jacs Billand Betty :have built up an extention of their own fierce competitive spirit and .
sense of fair play. We are sure the Jacs will continue in this spirit, éand we hope they remain one of the most active clubs in Texas. We wish :the Bells the best of luck in their new home and community, but we are -sorry to see them go. Their address: General Delivery, Del Ray Beach,Florida.  &§

NATIONAL RECORDS
— :

.

Indoor flyers in this area have set nearly 15 Category I and Cate. eiegory II records this year. Since we haven't had consistent flying at =contests and record trials, and sanctioned events have not been on a a
| regular schedule, this is quite an achievement,

| =By now, many indoor records have reached astronomical times, and ~future records will be much harder to set. The possible exception will cei be those events which require a special airplane. Few people will build “at
|

just for a record, so some categories will take a while. ,oe Although the Nats are held in a good Category III site this year, Swe doubt there will be many records broken at the Nats. However, we “predict that the top five places in Open Paper Stick will be over 20:00, .and the top five places in Open Stick will be over 30:00. If indoor
“flying continues to grow at the present rate, the event may take more

—_

than one day to run off at future Nats.

CONTEST NEWS :

|

ed

The beautiful free flight testingweather attracted some indoor
|

flyers away from the June 10 Record Trials, so there were only eightAMA license holders present. Karl Ridenour test flew his new B Paper
|with a borrowed prop, and made several flights over four minutes, and

one flight over six minutes,
|

;
oe BC voOur own B Paper struggled up to 7:05 with the #3 prop which had

been modified to increase the flare. The leading edge had been thinned
quite a bit, but we overdid it. Flight tests seemed to indicate that

|the best rubber size would have been .065", but we were out of it. =.Jim Clem and Ken Querman were also out laterin'the afternoon,
Jim turned 6:10 with a #3 type prop and the same loopof .055" Pirelli |

he has been using for some time. Whenhegets up nerve enough to use-060 on that 20 year old fuselage, we should see some new times, !Ken brought out something new - three and four blade props. As
—

~ you wateh one of theseprops, you get the impression of much higher. RPM than they really turn,
serge eugene agpnnnrngsanonyythaspnanges tet preatntace wereaaa uteaenttpannteatesa< : We noticed that the drift which had plagued us once before during

|

oo

the prop tests never built up. Since the air conditioners hadn't been
on at all that day, there probably wasn't enough temperature differential |

to start the drift.
.



|
| LOW ASPECT RATIO?=

|
|

|

A couple of letters from Dick Ganslen have reported experiments .|

_ with low aspect ratio wings. He implies that all else being equal, the befr flight speed and the prop RPM are lower on low aspect ratio wings. is
24 There are some theoretical considerations which would support the =idea of increased efficiency on low aspect ratio wings, First, even Eethough low speed aprodynamics 1s not well defined, a more favorable  &FReynolds Number exists on the wider chord, If the C. G. 1s forward and a

the angle of attack is higher, the lift/drag ratio should increase, and =then the flight speed could be lower. Probably only a series of flight =
tests would prove anything about this layout from the design standpoint. &Certain practical considerations make the low A/R design more att- =ractive also. For a given area, the spars and structure can be lighter =because of the shorter moment arm for flight loads. Consequently, the =~bracing can be less elaborateforafeatherweightwing with suffictent -
rigidity. The low A/R should result in a short coupled airplane with Bsbetter stall recovery, tighter turn, and better rough air handling, kk

_

which is advantageous for low ceiling models. For the mike Ships, 1t |
is easier to pour a short, wide sheet of film, and you need less work

|

-
a

bench space to maneuver. We feel there are enough potential advantages |

to warrant a test model. That comes sometime after the Nats!
—

7
:

| LIQUIDS AND STUFF
| ——Since January we have ‘tested several types of liquids for use on

_ —' indoor models ~ microfilm, balsa glue, and stickum for condenser paper, .By now we have arrived at several preferences which may be of interest, "Actmally, we use several different types of glue in Biiilding a
3

single model. Thinned Ambroid is fairly good for most uses, but it 4s
o heavy and tends to pull thin balsa. However, we use it exclusively to

mount thrust bearings and motorhooks.
|

7 | sorte senshi nantesbon | For framework and fuselage construction, we use MicroDyne Cement
:and our home brew interchangeably. The home brew is made as follows; |

|Put one 15¢ tube of Testor's "B" cement into a 2 oz. jar, add 1 teaspoon
:of Ambroid, # teaspoonof flexible collodion, and fill the jar with |Butyrate thinner, The result is a thin glue which makes a strong jointand leayes no visible fillet. For comparison, Micro Cement also shrinks —withoutpulling, but leaves a slight trace of fillet. Both are verygood for almost any construction work. We also keep Jement around for

_

.glueing prop spars to forms and wings to bracing jigs. It holds tight,but can be easily cut loose when desired, osCondenser paper can be fastened down with many things, but ourfavorite 1s old miprofilm solution. If you have a batch which has agedand you don't trust it, keep 1t and try it for covering paper models,
|

!Microfilm solutions are numerous, but our experience has been that
|the ones easy to handle are not as durable as the new "Dry films", .

Most nitrate films are easy to handle and easy to pour, but don't last
& long time on the model and continueto shrink. —

oo,The best nitrate film we have usedapparently was originated locallyby Frank Krystinik. The formula: 12 parts nitrate dope of brushingconsistency, 4 parts flexible collodion,2 parts amyl acetate, 1 partcastor oll. This is ezcellent film to practice handling and coveringwith, and it pours easily on room temperature water. .
|The two dry films we've tried are Jemfilm and MicroDyne Film.

Both make a film which can be deadened over heat or aged for some timeoo on the hoop, both are lighter than nitrate films of equal thickness,
—’  ... both can be rolled in jap tissue for field repairs, and both are hard

to pour big sheets with. - | | aJemfilm as it comes in the bottle seems to need a little castor
-

O11 added for easy pouring, about 3 drops/15 ce. By adding the o11,
- we increased the ease with which the film spread, and the final film _ |

_—— iin ising athte gemo nyae



| was a little softer until it wasdeadenedoverheat. But these films =F
are strong! We have a hoop of blue and green film which has held and &bounced a dime many times. Our Class Cwing was once accidentally hit ao™ edge first by a sheet of typing paper - no damage! We don't recommend -this test for microfilm, but this time it passed. s|

So far we haven't been able to pour a 35" sheet of MicroDyne Filn, &but tests have shown that the water temperature is very critical. The -color of the finished sheet also seems to depend on the water temper- ziature. One thing about this film - it spreads much better than Jem- #&film. However, we have had trouble with the front of the apreading iesheet wandering off to one side and producinga discontinuity in the afinished sheet which tears when the film is picked up. &If anyone has completely mastered the technique of pouring either oof these dry films,letusknow and we'll pass it on. These films are ihard to get used to - they stay loose on the model like condenser papers |
| They can also be used to cover like condenser paper, but you have to .learn to quit breathing wile you do. :

FAI TEAM COMPLETE /

.
Right after the June issue, we received a card from Pete Sotich .which stated that Bill Bigge of Washington, D.C. qualified in the L|

Eastern Elims at Lakehurst with 30:35.8. From other sources we hear
that Dick Kowalski has been appointed team manager. We wish the best -of luck to Joe Bilgri, Carl Redlin, and Bill Bigge in their trip to aEurope late this summer.

|

|

i
| JUNE FLYINGSESSIONS a

oO Both June flying sessions atWalnut Hill werealittle sparsely‘attended, but the air was still crowded with models at times. New =prop tests at the June 16 session pushed our high time to 7120.4. aEdgar Seay and family were out to help time, and Edgar, Jr. was keeping arecords on all the flights made.
|

sos ies uessonictThe June 30 session was the best from the standpoint of quality, - =
|

if not quantity. Jim Clem had rigging troubles after a late start, but is
we are still impressed with the potential this model has. Jim's fixing as
to go into business for himself, and this keeps him plenty busy. Terry “Hamer got his 70 sq. in. paper model going, dead stick at 4:45,5, weeOur Nats Paper Stick managed to hang up six times out of seven, osbut that one flight pushed the high time to 7:36.3, landing with less =

=than a row of knots in a 14" loop of .065 Pirelli.
2

. CONTESTS AND FLYING SESSIONS |

|

: NATS WARM-UP - JULY 14, Dallas NAS Drill Hall, 6 PM * 10 pM. OeSanction has been applied for, so there will be Category II Record
|Trials. Note that this cancels a flying session at Walnut Hills, -

WALNUT HILL FLYING SESSIONS: July 28, Aug 11, Aug. 25. 7 PM - 10PM —Walnut Hill Lane at Midway Road. Wear soft soled shoes, bring stopwatches and winders. Present high time - 7:36.3.

_
LATE WILMINGTON NEWS =

.
- Dave Copple reports that thelr June 9 Record Trials (Category I)brought out Frank Cummings in A ROG @ 9:54, and Jim Kagawa in B Paper@ Moe He also reports much indoor activity in Wichita, Kansas, but

| no details.
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-§
[OW Since Guy Rogers attended the Nats Warm-Up session, he has been .

busy on locating sites in Ft. Worth. There are several possible sites, -
a and the first session is in the Rosedale Recreation Buildingwest of ©

| Poly High School on Rosedale St. inFt. Worth. Itshouldbe a really ~ =
mo top site, come on out, bring stop watches and winders,wearsoft-soled |

-

gshoes,. For further info contact Bud Tenny at AD 5-2212 or Guy at YonaBe
we JE 5-7533. The time is this Friday, Aug. 4, 7 to 10 PM. Continued use

of this site will depend upon attendance. |

|

be

|

|

a

- INDOOR AT THE NATS
:

7

ee E
oe Everyone who is anyone in indoor flew at Lakehurst on Monday - and -

‘ several who are definitelyon the way up did their stuff also. For us, =
-

. the first time ina "big barn" was a real thrill. By the middle of the =
_ Gay, the place was crowded enough that it was hard to fly, NE

mo We busted out on our predictions - but the men in the knew are 2

"agreed that the high humiditywasthe reason for the low times,It |
- -rained outsidea couple of times, there were even out-of-sight indoor |

 -, flights when the lights failed. Luckily our D Stick was low enough on = _
|

.

the official flight that we could keep it in sight by the feeble light —

- -» from the windows in the hangar doors. _ oo comand

re |

Our Paper Stick collapsed when Tom Finch (Cat. I A ROG record)  § -.
~ v» Wound 1t the way it should be wound. The D flight lasted 20:28.5, which +

~ tickled us much. That was 14th out of 48 entries, strictly little be
league, but westill walked on airfor a coupleof days,

—

s
Impressions and tidbits from the indoor Nats --- Big 300 D's took

.

_-7~™ overinStiek - Bilgri's winner typieal ~ .060 oz., 8" chord, 5/16"deep >

sowlbs, 21°x38" prop, blueto gold film, Joe said theheavierfilmwasused
a because“he shipped by Air Express----Finch prefers braced props for

FAI.

|

in big barns - 140' climb in 24 min., then ermiise---the Detroit flyers|
used flare even in the hangar---Bob DeBatty had a C Prop likeour #2 -
(prop article in the June issue) - sez extreme carein picking wood is oe

| necessary to equalize flare---Our D and one other the only low A/R birds
we saw - most were 64 to 7 to 1 A/R---Lew Gitlow's film very popular,

—

S

|

but Carl Redlin's models used Kowalski'd film ~ Dick promised to send
some after the trip to Europe so we can try it.

|

OB -

oO Kowalski said weight isn't real important for competition - his
sswecord holding ¢ Cabin was way over the typical .048 oz.---well braced  —>

and trimmed ships much better than featherweights for competition--= = >
-

Dick has bullt¢ Stiek at .027, they last one day at Record Trials - the
light weight comes from careful picking of light wood and real light) a

film. With red-green film our 220 D picked up .007oz. - could be .003, —
|

_

Many people using very light film---Gitlow reported to be using ~
- lighter than gold-bronze film---Finch's A ROG 15" span, 9" prop, .025"

—

|
/ Pirelli, weight minus motor - .009 oz.!! Cummings reported to have one |

my _ about .007---Finch planning real light 300D for MoffettRecord Trials - ~—
about .055 with 22"x40" prop on 17" loop of .080 and 2000 turns - RPM a

| predicted to be 45. Will have short stickforlighter weight - 15" stick |
and 14" boom.

| | .
We helped Bob Champine of Virginia repair crumpled D Wing- real

. tricky without jig---watched awe-struck as he deliberatelycut1/32"out
of spars and re-glued them to loosen the bracing wires - the high hum ~~

[~ idity had swelled the wood until the bracing was too tight---we learn
|

Laon SOMething new every day, even if we don't believe it! .

|

| __NATS RESULTS | a oe ame

SRI
ee “2%9 CABIN = 2310104

|

_ dR. ~ Joe Salateny - G89; Sr. - J. Baggi - 13:50.9; Open - Kowalski



Oo

| Sak HAND LAUNCHED GLIDER sy

| i|

JR, - Salateny - 0:59 SR. - Baggi - 1:07.2; OPEN ~ Ron Wittman - 1:14.5 _
gs

|

PAPER STICK siSo JR. ~ & R, Stackhouse - 11337.5 SR. - David Ullman - 13:26 i
co OPEN - Phil Klintworth - 18:21; Kowalski - 17:54; A. Rohrbach - 16:47;

|

|

STICK
_

a

oo. sce.

«JR. = Dennis Kargol - 10:22 SR, = J. Baggi - 20:56.6 |
| OPEN - Bilgri - 33:16; James Grant ~ 31:53; Ron Plotzke - 31:05; a

Klintworth - 29:46.6; Kowalski - 29:31.6
|

| oo tee

;
_

 NATS WARM-UP SESSION a
|

—
ne :

The July 14 Nats warm-up session producedalarger number of pané. igticipants than any previous summer session. There were some new-comers
to the scene who will make it tough to win indoor contests coming up.

.Guy Rogers and Tom Lloyd came over from Ft. Worth, each with at
|least one microfilm bird, Tom's small C was beautifull built, but his

|

;

_

high ceiling prop made it climb like the Sultan FF Tom isknown for.
 —s_|

_

After hanging it in the lights twice, Tom gave up until he cotild build _
Guy Rogers brought a Parlor-Mite sized paper Job which did nearly -4 minutes a couple of times, but his Featherette stole the show. He -took it easy at first, then really leaned on the winder. It came down

at 6358.4 with over a row of knots left. Guy was a little disappointed -

until he found a glob of cobwebs in the thrust bearing. Wonder how a
7 long it would have flown without the payload? a

a
|

: Our own ships trimmed in OK for the Nats, with 7:30.4onthe D, aand 7:56.3 on the Paper Stick. We were careful to keep theDbelow the
om top railing on the balcony by using lew power, but the high time on the |

-
Paper Stick was with 1200 thurns. _ ——

Oe -
|

Dave Wilson was put, and did his top time for the DrillHall at
|’2305. Dicky Mathis had prop trouble all evening - school is keepinghim off the bench about now.

.

oe Co CO
Several of the HLG flyers were out also, and we were chased by ~ |

| mike Tow line gliders also. Don Chancey’s balsa gliders were really —

racking up the time, including one flight of 0:40.8. Dunno howhedoes
it, but it sure is good. :

a

|

| WALNUT HILL SESSIONS =
Our first session at Walnut Hill was cancelled by the Drill Hall asesaion, and information is skimpy about the July 28 session. However, :

Guy Rogers came over from Ft. Worth, and Richy Earle came out witha |
very neat Paper Stick. Wepredict that Richy will be oneofthe tough
seniors to beat in months to come. Jim Clemhad top time for the evening, ©
after reworking the bracing on his model. Hjs flight of 7:20 fulfilis
our hopes for that model, and when he gets a new boom that model may be :
another toughieagain, |

.

_ INDOOR TRIM ee aie.
For some time now, most of our airplanes have been flying with the |

C.G. behind the 50% peint. This wasn't intentional, our new props were :
|

iighter than the early ones and we didn't retrim the ships. OoWhen the Nats Paper Stick and our A ROG came along, they were bal- |

~
anced ahead of the 50% point. Test flights pointed out a surprising (to

|f us) fact - flying on the verge of a stall isn't the best trim. By lower- _

“oo ing the incidence in small steps, we improved the climb and gained about, 20% during the cruise. The new C.G. point is also less critical.
|

|
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, _ All of the more fragile indoor models depend upon bracing wires ;|

_ ina variety of configurations for part of their strength andmostof=|their alignment. Anyone who wishestobuild very light and reliable ~~ ~~aa indoor models will have to cope withbracing wires sooner or tater, =«Several people have commentedtous on the anticipated difficulty 3“= _ofbracing a model. Since we're the lazy type,weusually use shortcuts |

for most of our building. Actually, if the need arises, primary bracing ;

— an be addedtoawing in about an hour. os
-

noe wun—_ «Bracing jigs are almostanecessity to ensurealignment of the wing
.~ and to furnisha handle to moveit during the bracing. In the simplestoe

_

form, a jig is a heavy cardboardorbalsa,platform braced for rigidityand alignment, and equipped with legs for support. The jig must be
| a_. | €onstructed so both wing posts are visible during bracing to check forss @LAgnment. (See sketch above)

|

og
|

|
a i“One of the shortcutswe mentioned 48 to use small wire pegs where |the wire crosses the framework (see sketch). These pegs furnish a

_.. place to hook the wire before the wire is glued, so the tension can be . 4equalized in all the bracing, The real time saver in using the pegs 1s
:—.. that the bracing wire can be cut tolength, weighted on one end, and'-the“entire wing strung with one operation, __ |

en

woe4) Oneendofthe wire can be glued tothe wing at the right front--@erner, then thewire strung across the bipod to the left rear corner, |downto thepeg ontherearpost, up to the right rear peg, across the.
|

, PApod to the front left corner, down across the peg on thefrontpost,and across the peg at the starting corner. Let the weighted end of the
|_:. Wire swing free and check that the wire is in place on all pegs and adll
.Segments of the wire have the same: tension. Then glue the wire in place |

WALNUT HILL RECREATIONBUILDING - 7PMto 10 PM Aug. 11, Aug. 25Walnut Hill Lane at Midway Road~ Dallas ==
a

op

> ROSEDALE RECREATION CENTER- 7 PM to10 PMAug. 4 for sure, Aug. 187777i West of Polytechnic High SchoolonRésedale St, - Ft. Worth cored
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andPhil Klintworth relating details of the FAI Indoor World Champ-
=

™_. donships held in England last week,WeWontttit 92 ©

2 opeevra
Individual Placings TeamTotals gerd
fet + Blilgri- 37:49 (U.S.)

a
ist-United States ~- 103:31 = |

Gnd= Rieke~ 35:11 (Germany) 2nd = Finland - 94:09
okord - Bigge - 34:56 (U.8.) 3rd - Germany - 89:32 ks4th = Hamakainen- 33:03 (Finland)

=
4th - Great Britain - 76:08 = =--»Bth - Read - 32:48 (Great Britain)  §th - Hungary’- 57:56 Cg6th = Henell-32100 j Germany) Per

—fth=Redlin ~ 30:58 (U.S.)
ae

OO

oe

og nach cate
oie . At the Nats, conversation with someofour team members indicated

that Great Britain was consideredto be the major contender for topOg times, especially in view of intensive flying at Cardingtonby members ~

~
_

.
| of the British team.

|

|

ae Se
cyan we pent oh

Tt would appear that theunpublicisedpracticesessioninLake-
-. burst forour team paid off well, Although1t was said our team was

9

_ee taking 1t easy during the practice session, they were turning over
_

os
~~30 minutes. 7

|

, : . re

another bit ofstartling news from Pete's card wae the flight =
Max Hacklinger of Germany made after the contestwasover, Thiswas cecal: probably the longest indoor flight ever made - 44:20, We presume this

. willberecognized as a new FAI record, and it ig a mark which will
_

Stand for some time, This is evenmore outstanding if the flight was 4
. made with a FAI class airplane, since the big 300's here haven't done sw

ie over 40 minutes, unless this happened at Moffett last weekend, oe

| Walnut Hill - August 25 7-10 PM. Bring watches, winders, wear soft
Py soled shoes. Richy Earle upped the building record to 8:42

oo

as _ with a B Paper Stick - bettercome Igadedfor bear!!! 7
a

Be Te, Sycamore Park Recreation Building- Rosedale St. at Sycamore Park inor | Ft. Worth. fentative - August 18 7-10 PM. Buildingrecord is
a7324, set by Richy Earle. Call Guy Rogers at JE -5-7533 for
en

6 129-759 |

|
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| -

As we near the end of the first Summer of acheduled indoor flying bon in this area, it is time to take atock of our past efforts. There were .sevenWalnut Hill flying sessions and two &t the Sycamore Park Site in -Ft. Worth. The average attendance has been about eight flyers with ten emodels between them, and an averageoftenspectators not counting the .extra modelers who helped wind and time. From past experience we can .say that twelve or fourteen flyers at one of these sessions would be a ocrowd, since there is not a lot of floor space to work with. Even then, .| nO one would get to fly a lot, since five models in the air at once is :taking a lot of chances with good models. ieClass B Paper Stick modeis have been on the top of the heap, since §&_ everyone had one and flew then enough to find out what they would do. =Richy Earle's "El Cubo"(our Nats design) now holds the Walnut H111 high §&time at 8:42, and the Sycamore Park record at 7:57. Almost no one has esbeen regularly flying microfilm models except Guy Rogers and Tom Lloyd, =who have some of theprettiest models we've seen,
| m=The sport of flying indoor models is losing the status of step- sschild all over the country, and is definitely on the upswing locally, ae: All of the clubs in this area who plan indoor contests this season will =benefit from the summer sessions, whether they participated or not. 8: It is probably significant to notice that all the members of the aU. S. Indoor Team came from areas where indoor flying 1s considered to ssbe @ serious sport rather than something to do when the weather is too =bad to do anything else. Although this area fielded two members of the .FAI FF teams, none of the Texas indoor flyers made sufficient showing 'to warrant a trip to Detroit for Round II.

. =
|

_

There are several modelers 4in the area who enjoy indoor flying but_ refuse to take it serlously, contending that year-round Indoor conflicts _. with outdoor contests, However, the clubs in the Detroit areaand in -
_ California mix indoor and outdoor successfully, And in California at 2least, there are outdoor contests at the rate of about two each weekend

-

all year around, Maybe it is an accident of birth or geographical
.

—— location, but California's achievements in all phases of modelling seemto be the result of taking all types of models seriously. Surely, in
|

_

this area where the activity is far less, we have the abllity to mixthe various types of models without strain,
;

, mo

- At the end of the last indoor contest, Texans held quite a fewindoor records. From that good start, we have fallen so far behind itwill be difficult to ever catch ups Our excellent record in outdoor :flying has not resulted fron flying at only two or threecontests each| year, and never making test flights and holding informal flying sessions,if the rest of the United States ever hear of Texas indoor flyers, itwill be the result of resular scheduled activity month after month,rather than a mere twenty-four hours of flying in three contests a year,
: The month's mail brought more news of the FAI Indoor Finals in aletter from Dick Kowalski. In spite of setting the models to LakehurstOK, all the U. S. Team models were damaged during the trip to England.| ‘The damage was minor for Biigri and Bigge, but Carl Redlin had major ,repairs to make. Proof that the repairs came out OK is that Carl madethe high time of the first practice session with 32:23,

|

bee
~~ All thru the meet, drift across the hangar was a problem to all,

... the teams. Drift Spoiled Redlins flight in the third round, putting_ him into the wall 138? high at over 26:00 and spoiling an almost sure40:00 flight. This held Garl to eighth place with his first rouné7 flight of 30:58. Both Bilgri and Bigge caught the drift in the secondround, with 6:15 and 18:26 respectively,
a
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Bysifting thru the info Dick sent, we found the best flights by
|

Eerounds to be; First round - Bigge - 33:07; second round - Bigge - 34:56 C(his best); third round ~ Bilgri - 37:49 (high time of the meet). gg
From Dick's account, it could have been almost anyone's meet right :r™ up to the end, If Max Hacklinger's flight of 44:22 had been during the C

|

contest instead of his best official flightofless than 23:00, Germany 2ee would have won by about four minutes. Incidentally, Max's flight was &with a FAI model and is both a new German record and a-new World record.  §
|

| Other FAI news: Bilgri has resignedasIndoorchairman, apparently
=

—
has recommended Kowalski to replace him. Dick says there will probably ie
be some changes in FAI Indoor scoring, possibly there will be six flights Ss
with no delayed flights and score the top two. This sounds like a good sgthing for AMA indoor also. So far there is no indication whether there

= ©will be FAI Indoor every year or not. .
—

FLYING SITES ARE NEEDED!!! -_

As of October 1, we probably will not be able to continue flying oeat Walnut Hill until after the end of the basketball season, The sessions |
|

now scheduled for September 8 and 22 are the last at Walnut Hill until
| -further notice. The problem is one of attendance, but not one we can .

_ solve by digging up more flyers. Over thirty basketball players can use -the gym in an evening, and we would need a comparable crowd to be able—  &to get in. However, not more than fifteen flyers can make use of the bs
Gym at once, and even then we would have to take turns flying. eThere is promise of relief from several sources, including other .buildings under the Dallas Park Department. One official has been hope-~ eeful that space can be found in Fair Park after the State Fair is over. 8The Garland Aeromodelers will in theory be able to reserve the new 6Garland Recreation Building for free, provided there is noconflict.

 —§
_

That site should be good for about ten minutes, after we haveflownin =
po there once or twice, and it has about twice the floor space that Walmut _

We are sure of being able to get the Livestock Coliseum whenevérwe §have a sponsor, which will limit us to about two contests per winter =
: season. The same may also apply to Will Rogers Coliseum, but this isn't

definite yet.
| =We can probably continue to use the Sycamore Park building as long é

as there are no conflicts, on the same basis as the August 18 sesston. 2There was a collection taken up to pay the janitor's salary, which came =to less than 50% per person,andthat was agreeable to everyone. reThe Drill Hall at Dallas NAS can be madeavailableforseveral fly- =ing sessions in addition to the regular contests, as long as there is eSenough attendance to keep the Navy happy. This building has the dis- iadvantage of having wrecked more models per session than all the other =places put together. As everyone knows who has flown there, the problem a
of hanging models is terrific and not easily solved. s

, To summarize, there are plenty of places to fly year-round, but we eneed to keep the attendance up at most any contest in the sites that are sefree or nearly so. At the rented sites, the attendance problem still is =with us, but we will have to make the sponsor happy instead of the owner =
| of the building. Our indoor program will go over very well as long as ssit is supported by everyone interested in indoor, However, it will not 2continue active for long, even during the winter, without a supporting ie

Summer prosram., There are quite a few people presently attracted to the
© casport who won't build indoor models and stmre’them all year just for the wsof chance to spend twenty-four hours per year flying,| e

|

_ indoor activity was high in August, with four sessions in all. Two =
were at Walnut Hill and the other two at Sycamore Park in Ft. Worth,

|

=



- Some of the high times of the month wereour best yet, such as Richy e| Earl's 7:57 in Ft. Worth and 8:42 at Walnut Hill, Tom Lloyd turned a :" time of 6:18 in Ft. Worth with his ¢ Stick, and we managed 7:21 witha  §-~ 8 Stick there. Jim Clem is still having rigging troubles, but he is in afo the 7300+bracket now.
.

| | |

|

wee
Our juniors, Terry Hamer, Mel Gray, Paul Jones, and Guy Rogers TIT f;

| are all flying the little B paper Jobs, although Terry finished an "El -Cubo" in time to make several flights over 5:00 at the last Walnut Hill =session. |

| |

ee

a : Elwin and Roberta Wornell attended both Ft. Worth sessions, the efirst one to watch and the second to fly their Featherette, They have ikanother Featheretteon the way, and we are glad to have them join us. okSome prop experiments were carried out at these flying sessions, :flying 14" and over props on B ships. A 14" monospar adjustable gave ieus 7:58.2 on our old B Stick at Walnut Hill, and the same ship did the7821 flight with a 14 3/4"x 26" prop on .065" rubber at Ft. Worth. It ewould have been better for us to fly only one airplane that night, the =results surely would have been better, Three hours is really not enough @~ time for more than one airplane, unless 1s 1s well trimmed to start, =
Le: FLYING SESSIONS TO COME

—  &Walnut Hill - Sept. 8 & 22, 7-10 PM. Wear soft-soled shoes, bring watches ©and winders. Last chance in this site for over four months, lets 2make these good ones! Walnut Hill Lane at Midway Rd. | 2
Sycamore Park Recreation Building, East Rosedale St. at Sycamore Parkin Ft. Worth ~ Check with Guy Rogersfor coming sessions, JE $~7533." E

o
Livestock Coliseum, Fair Park, Dallas, Preliminary arrangements have Bsae been made to use the Coliseum one Saturday merning late in September, éOe if there is sufficient interest, Since this represents a major =

|

concession on the part of Fair Park officials,we should make every =8 effort to have a large turn-out. The time would be 8:30-12 AM, &take 1t or leave it. We would have to pay the porter's salary, =about $5. These plans are tentative, We won't push it unless there
|

=is. enough interest, Preliminary plans for a contest in the Coliseum :are being made, we think we have a sponsor. This will also hinge eson the interest in a contest to be held in November, 3
oS

|

|

count via watsdatitenneiinf
|

|

WEST COAST NEWS
. gPreliminary testingindicates Tom Finch's new 300 is capable of over —~40:00, weight .055, 22-40 prop with 17.5" loop .080 rubber, He'sbuild- ieing &@ spare also. Good luck on Sept. 17 at Moffet, Tom! ssWally Miller's Easy B turned 10:03.5 at Wilmington Auge 11, and 10:47 =unofficially at the Armory the next day. Tom fears they will lose the =Armory to a Space Age Museum soon.

oo |

ee i coThe Easy B sounds like fun ~all-balsa prop, solid fullelage and boom, =ee surface outlines must be straight lines, max. span 18", 3" chord, well =suited to small sites, Easy B anyone? oe

a cote
|

_ MORE ON MICROFILM
|

|

| “seoThanks to tips from Kowalski and Fineh,. we now know how to get big asheets of film- use a big tank. With a 3' x 5' tank, it took us half
|

aan hour to fill and empty the tank and make 3 12" x 36" sheets of Jemfilm .r~ and Microdyne film. Tank made from 1" x 2" pine, covered with plastic. =

nee ERsinssn ai pec i dn uc cag nance eiampsenemonsaes tinned”
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: oo BILGRI DOES IT AGAINI!
|

How long will it be until the U. S. has a member of the Forty
Minute Club? Just as a famous flight several years ago created a

Thirty Minute Club, Max Hacklinger of Germany has become the charter
member of the Forty Minute Club. And Joe Bilgri almost made it!
Hal Cover tells the story ina letterwereceived this week:

"Now for the results of the record trials at Moffett hangar
180'). There were two new records set. Joe Foster set a new CO
ecord of 34:05 with a conventional C design whichweighed .030 og.

Next came along the amazing Mr. Bilgri. He flew his FAI winning
hip in the morning and was knocking off 30-33 minutes like it was
othing. The real interesting flights came in the afternoon. When
Joe launched his FAI ship it stalled, so he relaunched without.re-
winding, losing 1-14 minutes in possible flight time. While this
ship was up, he then launched his new 300 sq. in. ship (weight .059loze) on its first flight. When the 300 was launched, he had about
25 minutes on his FAI ship. This ship stayed up for 37:35 even with
the loss of time due to the faulty launch. Then he took the FAI ship
down to the other end of the hangar and flew it againwhile the 300
was still in the air. At 35 minutes,the 300 drifted rapidly into a

corner where the air was very turbulentandspoiledhis chances of
making 40 minutes. As it turned out, he gota flight of 38:41 (on

‘ the plane's first flight!). While this flight was coming to an end,
his other ship had about 20minutesonit. Well, you guessedit--
this flight ended up 39:39. Three flights in a row like that makes

|

you wonder a littlel!!t! So now, all the indoor stick records belong
- to the West Coast,"

| a oo tae.|
_ Itlooks as if Joe is already shooting for a place on the next

FAI team! Good flying, Joe!
|

|
|

}
,

.

:

: .

| a

| FAI INDOOR NEWS ~
|

-

Dick Kowalski reports that AMA has given the green light for -

plans to hold World Indoor Championships at South Weymouth next year,
and he has to worl out detailsandset up firm plans in preparation
for the FAI meeting in Paris next month.

From our limited understanding of the situation, this boils down
to the following: If the FAI decides to hold Indoor next year, and
if the U. S. bid is accepted, the next World Indoor Championships
will be in the United States. If you think there was a scramble for
team places this year, you ain't seen nuthin' yet! This will be a

trip that almost anyone can afford by stretching a little, and the
resulting competition shouldbefierce. :

.

Back on our soap box, but we feel there are at least ten flyers
s

.° in the Ft. Worth-Dallas area who. have shown promise in the past and
- @ould develop enough to make Round II at least. We should agitate

for Round II to be held in a central location next time, such as the
Kansas City Municipal Auditorium. That is reported to be a really
fine site, and it 1s close toall parts of the Central U. 5S.



if Ft. Worth-Dallas is going to be representedatRound II,
there will have to be & lot of work done on FAI around here, and
this means several contests and flying sessions in tall buildings
around here. So far, nothing has been finalized on these sites, eae vs

but one possible sponsor put it this way: "How much can your group .
raise toward the event?" A gentle hint that we may receive help if
we help ourselves! We've had it too easy for a while, with free :

flying sites for most of the contests andflying sessions - is it
worth it for higher contest fees to be in a really good site?

|

|

A NEW FORMAT?
.

All the other '62 models have a new look - so why not? Although
the change makes INDOOR NEWS easier to readand lighter for the post-
man to carry, the mainpurpose is to increasethenews space and
versatility of presentation. Be :

. . News is now coming in from several parts of the country, much
° of it on a first-hand basis. It is now our hope that the coverage :

can be expanded even more in months to come.. Whenever possible,.
technical info from the other centers of indoor activity will be a ’

feature along with the news.’
|

|

i

,

,

- NEWS FROM ARCUNDTHECOUNTRY |

|
a

|

: Just after the last issue, Bill Dunwoody reported on the August
27 session in Lakehurst. Bill Bigge was out of town, so the rubber
flying was hotly contested, even if the times weren't high. Top

.

rubber time was 14:47.5 by Joe Pusateri. Top glider times (balsa):
~1:09.9 - Dick Miller; 1:02.5 - Joe Pusateri; 1:01.0-Bob Hatschek.

Several members of the Thirty Minute Club were present for the record “

trails, but no one set any new records. A Junior, Steve Stackhouse,
raised his own ROW Cabin record to 3:06.4. | BS

A big package of stuff came from Chuck Tracy, Aviation Editor |

of the CLEVELAND PRESS. We quote:fromChuck's letter: “Wehave
more than 300 Junior age flyers alone, plus another 150 seniorsand
opene There are 15 to 20 planes in the air all the time -- when the
gliders fly the number jumps to 50. You actually have to have your

.

name’ on your glider or you may not get it back.----Our meet has grown
to such size that we have to rent the Central Armoryacross the street
for test flying." We scanned reports of past contests, notedsix age
categories (Dodo, bantam, fledgling, Jr., Sr., Open) in each of four
events. There are several girls listed in top winners, tool! |

From Bill Robinson inWichita comes a report of continued efforts
to find a regular site to boost their indoor promotional efforts.—
The Wichita flyers have some capable leadership withBill, Stan Chilton
and John Law heading up theefforts there. a | oe

George Aldrich bought quite a bit of indoor stuff on his last
trip up here, and is planning to see if indoor will go in San Antonio.
There are some hot builders down there, maybe there is a good chance.

We had a little time to chat with Harry English at the Southwest —

Model Championships, he said there is some indoor activity in one of P
the “.coliseumsinLubbock... Harry promised to try to find out who ~

is leading the effort and put us in touch. Harry enjoys indoor and
has ships ready to fly, but can't find a site in Oklahoma City.



. ,

|

RULE CHANGES— |

.

| we
‘As usual with our hobby, someone is always trying to change the

|rules. Ken Dougan, member of the FFContest Board reports that the
-e~....,,.proposed change in Paper Stick is now being voted on. At last report, ..oN _the vote was4for, 1 against, 1 abstaining, and 5 votes to go. This

change requires solid stick and boom and unbraced wing in Paper Stick.
:

_ We will publish the complete rule if it passes,
| as

| The loophole in the HLG rules (mike HLG) is under fire from at Og
: least three proposals, including one advanced by Cliff Model Club in oe_

Dallas. No further word on these proposals at present. oe
Some people at the Nats were wanting to make Class D area unlim- M

_ ited, figuring that a 450 sq. in. job can still be carried in acar. —
_

What a sight that would bel Our guess is that the pros would build a G— e075 oz. 450, and the prop would be bigger than most Class B's?} Oe
HOW TO POUR THINPtty °

_ . Recently we asked Dick Kowalski for commentsonpouring thin
| a

_ sheets of film consistently, and this is his reply: — .
"To pour the very light stuff, there are two conditions which . 2must be satisfied, One is that the maker must be cabable of pouring =

_

.the correct amount of solution on thewater, at the correct rate of -Tlow from the hand. The flow must be verysmoothandconstant and I .find that usually the faster motion is best. This takes time to edevelop, so don't be impatient. The other thing is the solution, athe wrong solvents in the solutionwill notallowthe pouring of
| -

a light film, and this 1s acritical balanceof two solvents and their -po evaporating rates,
| oe ,

a

- Contrary to what. some people think, warm water does not necess-
§

. Se
:

. arily help to make sheets thinner or more consistent. This is a ow
throw-back to prehistoric days when films contained slow solvents and &_ it would help to use warm water to evaporate the solvent at the correct aspeed, I suggest you try cooler water, perhaps around 70 degrees, “If this doesn't work, you can also try adding a hint of Methyl Ethyl — esKeytone. I've never tried acetone, but it has similar characteristics =

; and might also work well. It's pretty difficulttotellyou how to
.get light sheets without actually watching what is going on." =

|

OO | MORE ON PROPS
| a 8

:

_ ately we have been adding flare and diameter to our props, which ~permits larger rubber sizes without spinning the model. On the last nmpage you will find details of the latest test prop. : —

.

Besides an increase in size, the major gimmick on this prop is
| hinged ribs. As shown in cross section, each rib pivots around the

-spar on a tiny tissue tube. Blade helix is held by the glue joints :
at A and Be

|

| a —— a
| =

Except for the hinge, construction is conventional monospar on
|

a carved block as shown. The block shown is 25" pitch, but it can
| |oN be narrowed for higher pitches. The'test prop was made adjustable oidt pitch and weighed .0142 oz. The ribs were .024" square, the outline .|

was .024" x ,032" from 54 stock. Spar diameter at the hub is 5/64", .

and the hinge tubes are 1/16" I.D. More flare will result from softer :

outline wood, and from an increase in area shown in dotted lines.
|



7
|

WEIGH THOSE MODELS
_

|

To improve the strength-weight ratio of indoor models and find
out when some weight has been saved, it is necessary to weigh parts “—

of the model. Since these parts range from .0005 oz. to .O70 fora
complete mocel, sensitive scales are needed, The scales shown on the

|

next page can be adjusted to the required sensitivity casily.
|

~The construction is simple, so only a few features will be men-

tioned. Two methods of primary balance are used, the sliding weight
on the left beam for coarse balance and the 4-40 bolt for fine trim.

.
|

Since humidity affects the beam considerably, the fine trim will have
|

to be set before each wéighing. The outrigeers are used to lower the
C.G. of the beam to just below the pivot. Theoretically the scales
would be infinitely sensitiveif the C.G. were exactly on-the pivot,
and the beam won't balance with a high C.G. Adjust the outrigger
weights until the required sensitivity is reached.

When the scales are finished, keep records of component weights
during the various stages of construction,fly the model, and make the
next one lighter. Tom Finch builds models just about as light as Oe
anyone, and he even weighs individual wing ribs for a 300.

|

In the long run, it 18s no good to save weight in a manner which
weakens the structure too much, or upsets the model trim. For instance,
a@ super-light prop is murder on a model which was almost tail heavy .

to start. If the motor stick distorts after a weight-saving binge,
|

:

you lose. But, for each .001 oz. saved in tne tail surfaces, the prop
.

can be about .002 lighter without affecting the C.G. location. Here
—__

are some examples of light models for comparison:

Item Finch- Finch- Finch C. Sotich
. 300. ©

. 8B Stick Paper Stick FAI
, Prop , 201 1

.

e005 20075 2008
Stab 2005 0015 0005 0005 :

. Wing
| 018

.

e007 0019
—

O17 -

Rudder 2001 ©0008 0015 0001
Stick — e016 ©0085 2010

|

0015
Boon |

«O04 20014 00018 004

Seriously speaking, it is difficult to achieve these weights or
even come close. An FAI stab is the closest we've come, ours is the
same size as Chuck Sotich's FAI stab, weighs .0055 and is very floppy.

| It definitely should be braced, whic would add least .0007 oz. It is
' also problematical if ships of this weight would survive long anyplace = _

. except in Will Rogers or the Livestock Coliseum, Note the difference ~—..

in weight between the B Stick and B Paper components - area for area
.

this represents the weight of condenser paper (about .013/100 sq. in.)

—— | FLYING SESSIONS
}

|

The only flying sessions in September were at Walnut Hill. Top OO
times moved up to 8:54.6 (C Stick). Terry Hamer pushed the Junior
high time to 7:05.5. Dozens of "go for broke" flights. hung up, with

strong drift at both sessions. New schedules for the winter season ee
are not set, the Ft. Worth site is under repair, and we are still
hopeful of getting into the Garland Recreation Center in October, and
into the Automobile Building in November. Call Guy Rogers at AT 4~2634

. in Hurst, and Bud Tenny at AD 5~2212 for further flying info.
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INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS
‘

.
” ey .

yet ReBUD TENNY .

4 Ow -
DECEMBER I96I

Voice N.ILM.A.S.

wHWHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIET Hany The method of contest for Indoor was changed to
peS the beat @*flights of 6 attempts, there no longer being

In the November issue it was announced /tfst the any form of delay or unofficial flights. Each start 1s
National Indoor Model Airplane Society had heghn formed a flight.
by Dick Kowalski, Pete Sotich, Dave Copp]éfRipnd Bud
Tenny. Several dollar's worth of postag@yagiter, and It 148 now legal to steer the model with a captive
after Richard Miller and Chuck Tracy jg ag the fold, balloon to avoid hangups, providing that the model does
this 1s what we have: A national orga hgy ion dedi~ not remain in contact with the balloon or string for
cated exclusively to the increase of indwor model act- more than 5 seconds or that no more than 2 contacts are
ivity, with membership open to 811 who are sincerely made with the model during any one flight. It is
interested in the future of indoor rlying. assumed that if more than legal time is used, then the

timing for that flight would be ended."
The purposes of NIMAS, as outlined by Kowalski, ¥#HHHFAT INDOOR COMMITTEE REPORTHHae

and agreed to by the other members are: ——————————e—e——oO
1. To act as the voice of indoor flyers in the , To date, the Committee has set up the followingUnited States. -_ plans for Team selections for the 1962 World Indoor
2. To promote indoor in any way, but particularly Championships: -

by encouraging newcomers.

3. To act as a clearing house for comments on indoor Local Elimination Contests
rules change proposals. 1. Noroundswillbeused.4. To act as point of origin for ideas that are 2. Six flights using FAI Rules.
becoming rules proposals, 3. No minimum entry (contestants) required.5. To provide, when possible, changes in technol- 4, Top 50% will qualify for quarter finals,
ogy, advanced design data, and any other tech- 5. To qualify for quarter finals, a contestant may flynological information about indoor models, in any or all eliminations in his area,

NIMAS, as the only national organization of, by, and uarter Finals
.

for indoor flyers, can help indoor flying in many ways; 1. eee ES ayers may fly in this one. Quarterbut to achieve the goals set out above, we need every Finals will be held in Dallas, Chicago, & Detroit.dedicated indoor flyer to join us. The six Charter 2. Six flights using FAI Rules, rounds maybe.Members have agreed to handle the work connected with 3. Contestants may fly at any or all quarter finals in
NIMAS, but this is not to say that we won't accept help their area to qualify for semi-finals.with these jobs. Just try us and see ~ provided you 4. Qualifiers for the semi-finals (Central area only)follow through with your self-appointed tasks! from the quarter finals: .

Dallas - top 6,
If you join NIMAS, what can you do, and what will Chicago - top 6.

you get for your money? First, since INDOOR NEWS is Detroit - top 12.
,

the "Voice of NIMAS" and the paper is fast becoming the The large number from Detroit allowed due to the
best source of information on indoor flying, you will large number of entries in the Cleveland and
keep abreast of the latest news and information. Detroit area.

Second, through a system of ballots published in Semi-Finals
this paper, you will be able to express your opinions

- 1. 84xroundswith one flight per round, using FAI
of existing regulations, rules proposals, etc., so that Rules. ‘Two rounds the first day and four rounds
NIMAS can present the best possible cross-section of the second day.opinion to the Contest Board, 2. Only quarter-finals qualifiers may fly.
If you wish to present a rules proposal for eval- Entry Fees

vation before submitting it to the Contest Board, space Local Elims-Open, $2, , Senior $1.50, Junior $1in the paper is yours. If you have an idea you think Quarter Finals - Same as Local Elims.
will help others, put it in the paper. If you have a Semi-Finals - $2.50 for all.
problem about indoor activities, send it to us. At all Central Area Elims, it will be necessary to

have time limits for entry to keep people from waitingNIMAS can not make indoor rules, but it can save
time on rules proposals by refining them into the best to see how times are running before they enter.
possible proposal before it is submitted for adoption,

. .

NIMAS can not sponsor new qroups directly but will have NOTE Since we dda not ee yee noma SK would beinformation and suggestions for the asking. NIMAS may held, it was necessary to hold back with the announce-be able to help secure better sites for contests and
ment of plans for this coming year No dates are setmat Elime. Time will tell just how much NIMAS will be for the various meets as yet, but just as soon as the

e@ to do, but NIMAS needs your help to accomplish C.D.'s report in I will furnish INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWSanything. with the dates, locations, and C.D.'s. The Semi-final
\ must be held before June 15, so we will try to schedule

ta
How much does it cost? §3 per year, at the present the quarter finals for the middle of May and the localmee When the membership reaches about 125 members, elims for mid-April We will try to jugele the datesthe cost-per-member will decrease, and existing member- where possible to give you a chance to oF end moreships will be extended accordingly. For your member- than one meet in case you goof at your local meet. Ifship fee you get a one-year subscription to INDOOR NEWS, there are any groups that want to hold their own localdecals for your car and equipment, and a chance to help elims, let

z
know as soon as possibleguide the future of indoor flying. It's a bargain!

NOTE nO RAST COAST AND WES? er PAI FLYERS:
For further details for your respective areas, the

eHUHPAT INDOOR REPORTHHH® man to contact is;
East Coast West Coast )

Just under the wire comes this report from Dick
.

Richard Miller Dave Copple
Kowalski, relaying from Frank Ehling: P.0.Box 27 823 8. Mariposa, Apt. #1

"
New York 23, New York Los Angeles 5, Calif.

a meU8: pid for the next Indoor Championships
.

was denie ue to the inability of other nations to In view of the fact that the United States Indoor
:

attend, but the need to hold Indoor Championships team will be under tremendous pressure from the feretgn :

during years in which there are no Free Flight Champ- teams who made such a good showing inspite of a lack
tionships was recognized and the bid was awarded to of practical experience in large hangars, the sooner we
England to hold the Indoor Championships at Cardington get to rolling the better our team will be. Careful
during 1962. planning now can do itl! ,



Joe Bilgri has accepted the previously announced INDOOR NEWS is becoming very well’ accepted underinvitation to become a NIMAS Charter Member, and this the announced subscription plan of $2 per year, andcompletes the list of those invited to oin, members of NIMAS are helping in this esrowth. We reall
:late this t f Pid i

.
fforts t

y
appreciate S vote of con ence in our efforts to: .AMA Headquarters has been notified of the format- help indoor flying, and will continue to do our best to5on of yes ane Technical pirector Frank Ehling has improve our coverage of news, rules and technical info.een aake Oo i8s8ue & special charter in the name ofNIMAS.

We have been pleased also with the many letters of
h a congratulations, all of which met with the same reply;Since the name "charter member" is on the way out, INDOOR NEWS is and will be what tne readers make it,the names and addreases of the first seven members of Good articles, fresh news, and well-thought out commentspiMAS are 7 tated below. tf you require any further from ald our correspondents will make the paper a realnformation abou » Please contact us. success, Since yaur editor lives in just one part of

‘Volunteer help, plus application for NIMAS member~ wre enery: ne must rely on others for news from else-
ship should be made through Bud Tenny. If there any

.

deciene a DaveGorpie?” about sending proposed decal
With that in mind, we feel the need to turn the,

tables and say to all our friends who have gathered theDick Kowalski Pete Sotich news in the past, "fhanks for a job well done, keep upporesnognert hn 3851 W. 62nd Place the good work,"
etro » Michigan Chicago 29, Illinois

The future holds much promise, with several art-Dave Copple Bud Tenny icles on indoor topics planned by well-known indoor823 58. Mariposa, Apt. Box 545 flyers. The first of these appears in this issue - theLos Angeles 5, Calif. Richardson, Texas first part of a discussion on hand launched gliders byRichard Miller, Without doubt Richard is recognized asoe Laverihn PRESS ats Miller expert in this field, and we welcome his efforts,c/o
» 0. Box 27

Cleveland 14, Ohio New York 23, New York Since the response to INDOOR NEWS has been so good,thia December, 1961 issue will be considered to be theJoe Bligri first issue under the subscription system. Those who256% Locust have already subscribed will find a receipt includedSan Jose 10, Calif. with this copy, indicating they are on the books, IfThe most popular idea expressed by these charter we have miased anyone, we feel sure you will let usmembers about their own membership has been, to quote know promptly.Kowalski, "Members is members, no associate members, no

&3 and members, no nothing. Just members, you pays the
3 and takes your chances," Needless to say, the so- DRAFTSMAN WANTEDcalled charter members are handling the work of runningNIMAS until someone else will help out, but none of us Want ads in the newsletter? Why not? This allclaim any special privileges, The extra work is really comes about through special arrangements by Chuck Tracyjust an extention of the same hole-in-head philosophy to print plans and special sketches for inclusion inthat results in our paying $6 for AMA licenses when we INDOOR NEWScould get by for less. °

i
= A> a Most plans aren't usable the way we get them, soNATIONAL RECORDS - PERFORMANCE YARDSTICK??

NIMAS needs a volunteer draftenan, (ordraftanen, tokeep from overworking anyone) who wou be w ng toWith the advent of low-and-medium-ceiling flying
ation. How about it?and the resulting wide-open records picture, there was put plans in shape for publication, °

&@ rush to “set some new records". Within six months, The amount of work involved varies from tracing aall phemorecommon ma oor Passes hed Good records on set of plans in ink, to re-arranging a set of plans orrules, there wereonly a few records unelainedbyte redrawing them to proper size. If we can come up with
; ~ . oe

more than one helper, this may spread out the load somore experienced flyers.
everyone can concentrate on building and flying!

Already this sounds like a blast against the Mat- ‘

ional Records as we presently have then, but - it ain't SaVE THCSE PAPER STICK MODELS!!!necessarily so! National Records are supposed to in- Yes, those old-rule paper stick nodels are stilldicate a superior performance of man and machine, which good for a while, on two counts! First, the new rulesthey do. However, this does not tell the whole story that were supposed to go into effect haven't been fullyfor low ceiling flying, iWedium ceiling records are a accepted, for several reasons.
more valid measurement of performance, but even hisna
ceiling records neéd not be taken as the final word, Second, these models are still OK for one of the

biggest and best indoor meets going! We refer to ChuckLet's take indoor day at the '61 fats as an ex- Tracy's Great Lakes Indoor Air Meet, held January 11 atample - top time in D was over 33 minutes at the time Cleveland's Public Hall, in Cleveland, Ohio.the D record was over 37 minut2s, No one questions
.that Bilgri had the best official flight of the day,

..

rhe meet features four age classes for Juniors and
but he fell far short of the record time. In Septen- then Senior and Open events besides. Model types to be
ber, Joe tooka similar ship with the same prop and flown are: Glider - all ages, Pre-Fab - all ages,rubber size and turned 38:41 for a new record on the Paper Stick ~ Bantam, Fledgling, Jr., Sr., Op., Micro-
first flight on that model. film - Jr., Sr., Op.

If there is that much difference between difrerent Toe fascinating array of Junior age classes breaks
days and flying sites in Category III flying, how much down tais way: Dodo ~ 9 or younger, Bantam - 10 & 11,
more difference will there be in Category I & II? Fledgling - 12 & 13, Junior ~ 14 & 15. It is good to
The point we hope to make is this: Don't be downhearted  8€¢ 4 Contest which thinks 80 much of future modellingif you don't approach the existing record times on any thee one eetzes put the emphasis on the youngsters to
Given day in your own site. °

Each existing record represents a superior comb- From all reports, this meet ts 80 well attended :ination of site, flying conditions, man and :achine, that yourname should 5° TL ret Fy tne2 My be aone i :

It does not mean that the record holder could beat you getting them back, And all tes Jy-ne must be done in
‘in your own site. Unfortunately, this 1s a weakness of another building toieh woe erect, in order to reeveNational Records that probably won't be overcome. Keep heel bali or Piante aol For fucthen senna? votees%

% pt 1 = ‘
. % :and tip often! wave to do your best where you fly, Coy Tracy, c/o CLEVELAND PRESS, Cleveland 14’ Ono.
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WHHHSOLID STICKS OR HOLLOW? twee KUHHAMA ELECTIONS#H4%
The Chicago Aeronauts Paper Stick proposal has met By the time this reaches you, the time will be a

,

with considerable opposition since it was finally pub- little short to send in your AMA Ballot, but it'a:worth
lished in several newsletters and in MODEL AVIATION. the effort to do so. If Christmas has you strapped for
Some reactions have been so violent that letters from cash, the license renewal has a longer deadline than
these individuals were:almoat hot to the touch. Other the ballot, so vote anyway. Because there are personal
model builders and leaders feel that the proposal did friends on both sides of the fence in so many of the
not receive proper consideration, eince it was not races, we will refrain from supporting any candidate.
published in MODEL AVIATION during the study period,
and more calmly insist 1t be recalled for further study.

a However» there are a couple of points which can be
made, an ere ey are.

|
ou ven't been satisfied

Since the Chairman of the FF Contest Board has not With the way AMA has been perking lateiy, the election
reported on the statua of this proposal at this date, 1s your only easy chance to change things. To really
we can only go on reports from other sources. Several be sure of accomplishing anything by your vote, you
CB members have asked for recall, and at least one did need to know the candidates and what they stand for,
not support his original affirmative vote. If you have If you aren't personally acquainted with a candidate,
@ special reaction to this proposal, be it violent or there 1s little chance to find out what you need to
passive, make your feelings known to the Contest Board know. Recently we heard the idea advanced that brief
member for your AMA District. Elsewhere in this issue comments on candidate qualifications be published before
there is a list of CB members, keep it for reference. elections.

H##XHMORE ON GLIDER PROPOSALS##e# This is a fine idea, and if you like it, now's the

1 tne X mer 4 of INDOOR NEWS. which time te starton next year’s elections. The Logicat
nce e November issue o » whic p e to ge ese comments wou e from e man who

gave the text of three proposed indoor HLG proposals, makes candidate suggestions to the members of the nom~

an announcement of a fourth proposal was made, Care- inating committee. It will take agitation, and that ia
ful study of the "four" proposals showed that the extra lots of work, but it can be done. If we start now, the
proposal really was a letter in support of one of the proper people can be nominated and the supporting info
other proposals. Further study showed that the proposal be gathered for publication. But, enough people will
py the Cliff Model Club was not included, but instead have to want it, or it won't go. If you get writer's
a@ copy of Ken Dougan's letter supporting the proposal! tine tha your typewrt ter shutters; forget it. Things

e 8 take lots of writing, first to gain support
To keep abreast of further developments on these for the idea, and then to convince AMA the support is

already delayed proposals, check with your local CB there,
member and let him know you care! Watch for these
to be published in MODEL AVIATION, if you missed the NEWS FROM AROUND THE COUNTRY :

text as published here. If sufficient interest arises, ——————

that portion of the November issue could be reprinted
for 25¢ a copy and be sent out. Further, the latest ILLINOIS - CHICAGO
information on the FF Contest Board is published below In Chicago, flying at the Madison Street Armory
for reference. Remember, some of these members are up started November 4, as announced in the last issue.
for re-election, so this list may change. eae oe eth reports the flying heres +e5G am RtTda., - Saturdays - - 9: to 113 » Paper
Dist, I - Daniel Sobola, 94 Rock Hill Rd., Hadley, Mass. Stick - 11:30 to 12:30, and Microfilm Rubber - 12:30
Dist. II - Bob Hatschek, 316 Grosvenor St., Douglastown, B00 Fit. On the2nd, & ihe ee S saber sareeMaryland ‘ ; , er - ; o 1
Dist. III - Rudy CG. Klutber, Sr., 14324 Lakewood Hts., PM, and HLG 1:30 to 4:00 PM.

Cleveland Ohio
Dist. IV - John Patton, Chairman Pete goes on to comment: "With this type schedule :

Route #5, Fredrick, Maryland it will not be necessary for modelers to spend the whole
:

Dist. V - Harold Thompson, 5311 S. W. 104th. Avenue, day at the Armory. Various schedules have been tried

Miami, Florida out and the present schedule seems to work best.
Dist. VI - Gerald Ritz, 9520 Greenwood, Des Palines,Illinois Bob DeBatty made a flight of 26:13.0 with a FAI
Dist. VII - Cecil Winters, 1406 May St., Lansing 6, Indoor model and he appears to be going all out in his

Michigan preparation for the next FAI Indoor Eliminations.
Dist. VIII - Ken Dougan, 702 Huddleston Dr., For those not familiar with the location of these

Grand Prairie, Texas flying sessions, the Madison Street Armory is located
Dist. IX - George Batiuk, 3066 8. Osceola St., at 2653 West Madison Street. For visitors and flyers

Denver 19, Colorado alike, 1t is requested that you don't smoke on the
Dist. X - Bob Hunter, 7447 Satsuma, Sun Valley, Calif. Armory floor.
Diat. XI - James Cole, 4125 Austin, Seattle, Wash,

One of the most faithful attenders at the Armory
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS sessions has been Don Kintzele, who has a 200 mile trip

every time he shows up! In fact, Don missed only two
By request, and also because we think it a good sessions last year, one was Christmas Eve and the other

idea, we are starting this particular column to serve was a Detroit indoor contest.
, , —_

as a clearing-house for those unanswered questions
,

that plague even well-informed and competent builders.
|

TEXAS-FT. WORTH & DALLAS
The Cliff Model Club: plans an indoor contest fWithin limits, the scope of the column is to be ontest for

no-holds-barred - theory, technique, or whatever. Try yanuary abut atthe vme of this writing sanction had.
to be sure your questions are clear, and not ambiguous. : (1) Hele ed for, Presumably it will be at the
When possible, the questions will be fielded ahead of r all at Dallas N.A.S., will have at least Stick
time by an appropriate expert so the question and the and HLG events.

answer can appear together. Other questions will be
R anetaon has been applied for to hold a Category I

thrown out for general comment like these below. Keep Jenne ae 8 at the Walnut Hill Recreation Center on

the answers as short as possible without obscuring the
on Dansmbet ea there was an indoor flying session there

meaning. .

1. Is there an accepted relationship of prop area to TRIAS7CU BBOOK
wing area as there are accepted stab and rudder areas? that indoor Wasaad thLube thmedour suspicion
2. Should a lifting tail have a positive angle of in- few fellows had flown there about threeyears ago, but
eidence with relation to the thrust line? What 1s the nothing since,

best arrangement :We have heard that there are two - not one, but
3. What is the best relationships between fuselage and tye coliseums in Lubbock, so it looks as if there is a

. boom length, and between wing span and total fuselage golden opportunity going to waste, Anyone interested?

length?



WASHINGTON:= SEATTLE THE HAND LAUNCHGLIDER
Last month Richard Love, District XI AMA V.P.

answered our query about indoor flying in Seattle. He PART ONE By RICHARD MILLER
has served.as CD for some Category I Record Trials, and introduction
describes the activity as follows:

It has been my ambition for some time now to write“our group has been flyin eriodically for about & book on the hand launch glider. Despite the fac
@ year and a halt now. As in most nodel activities that I had someone willing to publish such a book, the
these days, the membershipis largely over 21 with a matter of finding enough time always proved a problem,
few seniors and 4 couple of Juniors.

Recently it occurred to me that perhaps a good
We fly in a West Seattle fieldhouse gym - Hiawatha way to get the book done would be in small installments

Field House. The ceiling height 1s just under 25' ~
in INDOCR NEWS AND VIEWS, I queried Bud Tenny and

length and width are 984" x 574'. ‘The ceiling is pretty found him willing to co-operate. As a consequence,
clear although louvered ventilators protrude slightly portions of from 750-1000 words will appear in each
from the ceiling. We can fly there only on Saturdays issue; and 1f you string them all together they will
from 3:30 - 6:00 PM ~- approximately once a month so probably reach at least to 1963 or 1964,
flying time must be rationed."

Writing a book at the average rate of twenty words
Mr. Love also went on to report that his group had & day is bound to take time, a disadvantage offset by

set two national records in this site, which helps to two splendid advantages. One is the fact that each
sell their need for the building. The two records he month something gets done, The other is that if you,
mentioned were Hu Entrop's A ROG (12:10.0) and Phil the readers, co-operate by commenting on the segments
Hainer's B Stick (8154.4) which were both set in April onl nee tne ean I will have thesort OF natertalof this year. which (when e time comes to put a e 8 any

pieces together) will make for a comprehensive and, as
If you didn't pay attention to the building size, they say, a "definitive" work.

go back and read it again. Both those records are good
times, and they were done in a building with limited So please, when reading some fragment about which
floor space and ceiling height. If you have a similar you are well-informed and experienced, jot down your
site, and only average times, try harder! It's possible! or Ned Youk 35, pend thea to me, Richard Miller, Box

’ or. » New York,

MISSOURI ~ INDEPENDENCE
hee

From Dick Black came a letter and a copy of his History
newsletter Slipstream 1 & very well edited and inform-

It seems probable that the first man ever to launchative paper. Dick's club, the Propbusters, hag the
a Slider by hand was 4 remarkable Englishman named Sirusual problems with aites, and have been going all the .

way to Topeka, Kansas to hold record trials in a school George Cayley (1773-1857). Cayley, whose accomplish-
m there At least the site is free, and has nearly ments in asronautics are out of proportion to his smallot of ceiling , renown, is believed to be the first man to understand

° the contribution of dihedral to stability and the fact
that the center of pressure of the wing falls over theThe October Record Trials resulted in a record app-

lication for the team of Stamm & Johnaon 1n B Stick, center of gravity of the aircraft in normal flight.
with a flight of 10:21.0, and the same Johnson applied
in HLG with a time of 0341.2, Stan Chilton from Wichita
made several agsults on the A ROG record, but kept hang- SS or \ing UP. J ND

The November Record Trials gave Dave Erbach three CAnEY- (8504
record. applications for the Junior age group; 6:14,.8 in
B Stick, 4333.3 in B Cabin, and 4:14.8 in A ROG, It
seems as if the boys in that area think nothing of trips .

In his late teens Cayley had built very successful
well over 100 miles to fly indoort helicopters of feathers, cork and whalebone; and in

1804 (aged 31) the fundamental glider. It seems from
That copy of "Slipstream" finished with plans to the shape of the wing (see illustration) to have been

the Stamm-Johnson record model, a conventional B Paper developed from a kite, a fact which seems fitting.
Stick weighing .068 oz. and flown for the B Stick Beyond this it had @ generous tail moment arm, modest
record. Who said they have to be light for Category I? surfaces and the look of a model that should fly.

About 130 years later as time flies we find theq - YORKTOWNaaa ees Ghampine reports that members of the Brain- hang Se eer te we cee eeeeeepoginning,to
Busters club have been trying to get permission to fly vlider tS e Unite

» ates: a y wiodoflaten
4n a blimp hangar at Weeksville, North Carolina. So ee it oorwent vel a eo tor ( heed or th t oeagefar, there has been little success, but they will keep t y rh nor eve oPue) wen ahead o ne razy

trying. The hangar appears to be at least as large as Win pusher, for example 8 anyone's guess.

the one we flew in at the Nats, so it's worth the try. It 18 possible that insomuch as man had real
liders (Lillienthal, Chanute & co.) there was less

a e optimistic vein, Bob reports on efforts & ’

t heaulefl in sessions in the Newport News Armory fascination in the models. Another possible cause for
o sche ying

, the lag is that the HLG had to come further from itsfor December. full scale counterpart, had to undergo a greater meta-
Aside from looking for sites, Bob's latest project morphosis than the rubber model did.

is a special double-surfaced FAI prop which is waiting So? So in the October 1930 issue of M. A. N. wefor a place to fly to turn up. find something called the "Hawk Soaring Glider", It
haa a deep and heavy fuselage, "V" dihedral (24" span)CALIFORNIA-WILMINGTON and an outsize rudder that makea it quite ugly byWIMAC NEWS (Dave Copple) reports that the December present day standards. Nonetheless it was a direct

session at Wilhall wild add indoor yeetate for the ancestor of today's HLG.
ime on December atarting 4 3 °eae es November aesaton was enlivened by Anne Gitlow, How were times, always an index of progress, in(Lew's new bride) as she placed ist. in Novice Easy B those days? Well, looking now in the July '32 issue,with 5:13. (still M.A.N.) we find the resulta of the Eastern

States Meet of that year. August Ruggeri, 16 yearsINDIANA-KOKOMO young at that time (where are you now, Auguet?) didWord hag been received that the Kokomo Knights of 715.8. In second place was another youngster named
The Round Circle has the use of facilities at Bunker Johnny Zaic (I know where you are, yon!) with $12.0

- H4ll Air Force Base for indoor flying, a Category I flat.
Site. Let's hear from you, Kokomo!

Wanna know who placed third? Wanna kmow who first
made a minute indoors? Then pay your $2 and get the
next exiting issue of INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS.


